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Overview

In this presentation, we will explore the following topics:

• Income Statement Overview

• Weighted Gross Profit

• Sales Mix
• Repairing Plastics
• Repair vs. Replace 
• Estimate Scrubber

• Gross Profit Improvement

• Compensation Plans & Benefits

• Pre-closing for Optimal Gross Profit per RO

• Driving More Volume at a Higher Sustained Gross Margin
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Income Statement

What are the three major sections of an 
income statement? 

• Sales or revenue

• Costs or costs of goods sold

• Expenses, both operating expenses and non-

operating expenses
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Also referred to as the profit and loss statement or P&L

• Provides information about a repair center’s performance 

over a given time period



Income Statement

What revenue categories are included in a repair centers income 
statement? 

• Total Body Labor Sales

• Total Paint Labor Sales

• Total Parts Sales

• Total Paint & Materials Sales

• Total Sublet Sales

• Total Miscellaneous Sales
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Income Statement

The Costs of Goods Sold Section  

• Costs associated DIRECTLY with repair orders closed 
during the same time period

– Labor Costs to repair the vehicle (touch it)

– Parts Costs (Installed on vehicle)

– Paint & Materials Costs (Consumed to repair vehicle)

– Sublet Costs (to return vehicle systems to working order

– Miscellaneous Costs – Rentals, discounts, goodwill, lost 

broken or damaged parts
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Income Statement

• Gross Profit

• Total costs are deducted from the total sales revenue to arrive at 
the gross profit
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Income Statement

Expenses

• Operating expenses and non-operating expenses 

• Operating expenses are also referred to as “overhead expenses”

– Overhead Wage Expenses

– Employee Benefits Expenses

– Facility Expenses

– Maintenance Expenses

– Information Technology Expenses

– Utilities Expenses

– Education Expenses

– Professional Fees Expenses

– Marketing Expenses

– Miscellaneous Expenses
4



Income Statement

Operating Profit

• The result of subtracting 
operating expenses/ 
overhead expenses 
from gross profit



Income Statement

Non-Operating Expenses

• Non-Operating expenses 
are subtracted from 
operating profit to 
provide the net income
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Checkpoint #1 – Verify Sales 
Mix at Time of Estimate



Sales Mix Optimization

Sales Mix – Analyzing a repair center’s performance 
often starts with a review of the repair center’s 
sales mix

• The percentage of total sales revenue derived 
from a specific sales category

• The relationship between the total sales dollars 
for each sales category on your income statement, 
such as body labor sales or paint labor sales, to your total sales dollars

• Provides information to help identify areas that may be undersold and 
may benefit from a concerted improvement effort
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Gross Profit Improvement

Gross Profit

• A leading measurement used to monitor a 
repair center’s performance

• Used to pay their overhead expenses and 
generate their net profit 

• Expressed in two ways: 
• Gross profit dollars 

• Gross profit margin
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How do you calculate gross profit dollars? 

• Gross profit dollars are hard to compare job-to-job as sales dollars 
vary considerably

• Gross profit margin is a more effective way to compare job-to-job 
gross profit

Total Sales (Revenue)   Cost of Goods Sold



Drive for 45% Gross Profit = Weighted Gross Profit % - Body Labor

Department Sales Mix % Gross Profit % Weighted GP %

Body, Frame, Mech 
Labor

27.3% (Inc) * 60%

Paint & Detail Labor

Parts 

P & M

Sublet

Total



Drive for 45% Gross Profit = Weighted Gross Profit % - Body Labor

Department Sales Mix % Gross Profit % Weighted GP %

Body, Frame, Mech 
Labor

27.3% (Inc) * 60% 16.4%

Paint & Detail Labor

Parts 

P & M

Sublet

Total

Drive for 45% Gross Profit = Weighted Gross Profit % - Body Labor



Department Sales Mix % Gross Profit % Weighted GP %

Body, Frame, Mech 
Labor

27.3% (Inc) * 60% 16.4%

Paint & Detail Labor 17.6% (Steady) * 60% 11.1%

Parts 38.7% (Decrease) * 31% 12%

P & M 10.3% (Steady) * 40% 4.2%

Sublet 6.1% (Increase) * 20% 1.3%

Total 100% 45%

If your RO’s Gross Profits are Below 43% Gross Profit, the Estimator or CSR must
Add a RO file note to explain justification as to why..

Drive for 45% Gross Profit = Weighted Gross Profit %



Department Sales Mix % Gross Profit % Weighted GP %

Body, Frame, Mech 
Labor

24% (Replace) * 57% (Limited 
apprentices)

13.68 vs. 17.38%
3.7% worse

Paint & Detail Labor 15% (Missed paint 
time)

* 55% (Limited 
apprentices, buffing, 

detail)

8.25 vs 11.088%
2.83% worse

Parts 46% (Replace) * 28% (Price matching) 12.66% vs.12.53%
..09% better

P & M 9% (Tied to Paint) * 25% (Too much base 
& clear, waste)

2.25% vs 4.12%
1.87% worse

Sublet 5% (Not getting paid for 
OE research or scans)

* 15% (Pay for scan 
and OE data)

.75% vs 1.22%
.47% worse

Total 100% 37.59% vs. 46.33%
8.74% worse

If your RO’s Gross Profits are Below 43% Gross Profit, the Estimator or CSR must add a RO 
file note to justify.

Drive for 45% Gross Profit = Typical Weighted Gross Profit %



Benefits of  focusing on body and paint labor sales:
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• Gross profit earned on labor sales is approximately 62%, while gross profit earned on 

other departments is much lower (28-33% parts, 20% sublet)

• Insurers emphasize both body labor and paint labor sales by encouraging repairers to 

repair more panels instead of replacing (often being more accepting of not 

included “procedures” or p-page; overall this might reduce overall severity and may 

lead insurers to increase referral volume

• Typical “Red Seal” Technician productivity:

• Replace = 125 -135%

• Repair = 200 - 225%

Sales Mix Optimization



Exercise: Impact of Repairing a Panel vs. Replacing 
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Questions: 

What is the difference in total sales between replacing and repairing the panel?

$160 ($2,400-$2,240)

% of Sales
$ of Sales Per 
Department

Gross Profit % Gross Profit $

Body Labor Sales 25% $600 60% $360
Paint Labor Sales 15% $360 60% $216
Parts Sales 45% $1,080 27% $291
P & M Sales 8% $192 40% $76
Sublet Sales 7% $168 20% $34
Total Sale $2,400 $977

40.7% overall GP

% of Sales
$ of Sales Per 
Department

Gross Profit % Gross Profit $

Body Labor Sales 30% $660 60% $396
Paint Labor Sales 20% $480 60% $288
Parts Sales 35% $770 27% $208
P & M Sales 10% $220 40% $88
Sublet Sales 5% $110 20% $22
Total Sale $2,240 $1,002

44.7% overall GP

Replace: 

Repair:
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Questions: 

What is the difference in total gross profit earned between replacing and repairing the panel?

$25 ($1,002-$977)

% of Sales
$ of Sales Per 
Department

Gross Profit % Gross Profit $

Body Labor Sales 25% $600 60% $360
Paint Labor Sales 15% $360 60% $216
Parts Sales 45% $1,080 27% $291
P & M Sales 8% $192 40% $76
Sublet Sales 7% $168 20% $34
Total Sale $2,400 $977

40.7% overall GP

% of Sales
$ of Sales Per 
Department

Gross Profit % Gross Profit $

Body Labor Sales 30% $660 60% $396
Paint Labor Sales 20% $480 60% $288
Parts Sales 35% $770 27% $208
P & M Sales 10% $220 40% $88
Sublet Sales 5% $110 20% $22
Total Sale $2,240 $1,002

44.7% overall GP

Replace: 

Repair:

Exercise: Impact of Repairing a Panel vs. Replacing 



Ways to increase body and paint labor sales:

• Repairing versus replacing parts, always 
considering safety & OE recommendations first

• Select all the vehicle “systems” affected

• Negotiating payment for legitimate procedure page items

• Body:
– Make solid repair vs. replace decision
– Repairing plastics
– Adjusting judgment times to accurately reflect the work necessary
– Repairing new OE or salvage parts that arrive damaged
– Minimizing the amount of labor sublet to third parties

• Refinish:
– Identify Refinish operations & materials at disassembly
– Including all R & I for blends
– Including all weld burn damage areas
– Identify related materials and invoice at list (no guessing) 6

Sales Mix Optimization



Ways to increase Mechanical labor sales:

• Diagnosing / Identifying Mechanical 
operations up front:

– Mechanical measurements to identify 
operations that are found later

– Pre-alignment if measuring system is not 
available

• Pre-Scanning vehicles and marking-up the 
invoice

– Bill for scanning operations
– Identify additional billable mechanical 

operations needed during scanning 
– Identify vehicle communication systems 

and disable
– Identify post Calibration services and 

invoice 6

Sales Mix Optimization



Ways to increase Mechanical labor sales:

• Pulling OEM Repair Procedures
– Focus:  Safety systems, structural, electronics / hybrid, welding, suspension
– Pulling Repair Procedures before vehicle is disassembled

– Have a pre determined process (Red Book SOP)

– Identify additional parts that should be replaced 
– What additional operations need to be completed for proper repairs
– Identify what should not be repaired before Repair vs. Replace decisions are 

made
– Billable subscription charges (OE, I-CAR & All-data)

Red Book Process

Sales Mix Optimization



Judgment Time

• Repairers struggle to find an objective way to evaluate repair time for body damage

– Area?
– Body lines?
– Curves?
– Angles?

6

Sales Mix Optimization



Plastic Repair

• Big reason we don’t perform more plastic repairs, estimators 
don’t write it up front. 

– Determine through repair procedures if the part is repairable
– Make sure the estimators understand “How to write plastic repair”

• Economic Considerations

– Cost to replace, refinish and reassemble the plastic part vs. the 
cost to repair it

– Parts availability
– Higher GP for repair than replace
– Higher technician efficiency

• Designate a tech as specializing to be the  plastic repair 
technician 

– Have them perform plastic repairs at 10 AM and 3 PM daily

6
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Which plastic parts can be repaired?

• Bumpers

• Fender liners

• Wash bottles

• Moldings

• Headlamp tabs

• Under hood shields

• And more…

Sales Mix Optimization



#1 = Repairable? #2 = Repairable? #3 = Repairable? 

Plastic Repair

• Estimator needs to closely review the damage on plastic parts to see if any of these 
parts can be repaired – versus simply replacing trim.

• Providing training on how and what it takes to repair plastic is vital to the estimators.

• Before non-repairable bumpers are disposed, remove OE tabs and save by manuf.

Sales Mix Optimization



YES    (depends on cost)

• Crack + add for…

• Two sided

• High Stress or Mounting location; 
fit grille

• Complex shape

Can this plastic part be repaired? 

Sales Mix Optimization



Can this plastic part be repaired? NO

Main Damage- Gouge

• Large piece missing from mount area

(if we have piece, attempt repair?)

• Distortion

• Style line (2 sided hard to access 

backside)

• Large/multiple areas

Sales Mix Optimization



When determining to repair or replace, consider a method to judge how much 

time it will take to repair

2 sided 

Tear in 

Inches

Hrs to 

Repair

Type of 

damage

Hrs to 

Repair

Area in 

Inches

Hrs to 

Repair

1  to 3 2 to 3 Cracked 1 1  to 3 .5 to 1.0

4 to 6 3 to 4 1  tear 1 4 to 6 1.5 to 2.0

7 to 9 4 to 5 2 tears 1.5 7 to 9 2.0 to 2.5

10 to 12 5 to 6 missing 2 10 to 12 2.5 to 3.5

13 plus 4.0 plus

Depends on size, depth and 

number of gouges

Hours to Repair Tears Hours to Repair Tabs

Distortion  1 to 2 Hrs.

Add .5 to 1.0 hrs for style line

Hours to Repair Gouges / Spider 

Cracks

Sales Mix Optimization



Can this plastic part be repaired? And how much to repair? – Complete times

• Repair Damage:

– 3 areas of damage
– End Mtg area 2” tear (2 sided) = 2.0 Hrs. 
– Crack 3” back from End (2 sided) = 1.0 Hrs
– Upper bumper 1” tear (2 sided) = 2.0 Hrs.
– Fit Mtg. area = .5 Hrs. 

• Replacement cost:

– $464 bumper

• How much time to repair?

– 2 + 2 + .5 = 5.5  hours * $60 / hour = $330
– Materials $15 

• Should it be repaired? 

Yes = 

Repair $345 / $464 Replace = 74% 

Sales Mix Optimization



Can this plastic part be repaired? And how much 
to repair? – Complete times Repair Damage:

– 2 areas of damage
– Lt Wheel opening Spider 

Crack .5 & distortion 1.0 = 
1.5 Hrs.

– Lt lower bumper 2” tear (2 
sided) = 2.0 Hrs.

– Add for style line .5 Hrs. 

Replacement cost:
– $412 bumper

How much time to repair?
– 1.5 + 2 + .5 = 4.0  hours * 

$60 / hour = $240 
– Materials = $25

Should it be repaired?  Yes = Repair $265 / $412 Replace = 64% 

Sales Mix Optimization



Result

Sales Mix Optimization



30/20/10 Guideline 

Customizable and 
document storage 

Estimate Scrubber - Scubbed Estimate.



Estimate Scrubber – Dynamic Scrubbing



Estimate Scrubber – ScrubberWiki(pedia)



Checkpoint #2 – Repair Plan 
Auditing: Verify Profitability at time 

of Completed Repair Plan



Gross Profit Analysis per RO

• Sales mix broken out

• Gross profit per category

• Able to see the hours sold and hours 
flagged

• Able to see detailed invoices to assure 
proper profit margins are achieved

Gross Profit Improvement – Gross Profit Analysis Report

RO: $2,000

Cost: $1,200

GP $: $800

GP%: 40%

Average GP%: 45%

Lost opportunity 5%



Department Sales Mix % Gross Profit % Weighted GP %

Body, Frame, Mech 
Labor

27.8% * 62.5% 17.38%

Paint & Detail Labor 17.6% * 63% 11.088%

Parts 38.2% * 32.8% 12.53%

P & M 10.3% * 40% 4.12%

Sublet 6.1% * 20% 1.22%

Total 100% 46.33%

If your RO’s Gross Profits are Below 43% Gross Profit, the Estimator or CSR must
Add a RO file note to explain justification as to why..

Drive for 45% Gross Profit = Weighted Gross Profit %



Industries Largest Issue: Finding 
and Retaining Talent

January 31, 2020

Make More Money:



• Situation: Shrinking Labor Pool.  Don’t lose EAGLES!

• Level and steady flow of work in their stalls

• Write sheets with solid judgement times and negotiate p-

pages

• Give them the most efficient tools and materials (Scissors lift 

REVO / UV primer, dent pullers, iQ5-style welders, 3D 

measuring, etc.

• Train them

• Communicate, reward, and inspire them…

Published - 1993

Feed Your Eagles!



Graduated Reward Example

• First 90 days = 100% Hourly, Mentor gets 100% of their flat 

rate

• 91- 180 days = 50% hourly, Mentor gets 50% of their flat 

rate

• 181 days = On flat rate at 85% of market flat rate, mentor 

gets 15% for assisting them

• 125% efficiency = 93% of market flat rate, mentor gets 7% 

for assisting them

• 150% efficiency =  100% of market flat rate (on their own)

• Mentor gets $15,000 bonus if they become a journeyman
Published - 1993

Building Future Eagles!



What can Shops do to Minimize Tech 
Shortage

• Ensure new hires have a path from detail to a career
• Bumper Express (Body – R & I, Paint - Bumper prep) & scanning

• Provide rewards for taking initiative or performing
• Tool program (NAPA-like program)
• Flat rate or hourly bonus
• Solid health insurance

• Build teams, not cliques - treat them with respect / as an equal or as 
one of US (Don’t allow practical jokes on the new guy or disrespect)

• Provide them with a path and mentor
• Show them (tell them the most efficient way to do the task
• Watch them 
• Coach them



What can Suppliers do to Minimize Tech 
Shortage

• Key to the repeat purchase: Once you buy, its NOT goodbye

• Install the equipment after gaining buy in for use

• Train them on how to optimize its performance

• Provide visual tools on how new hires or others can know how to 
properly operate and maintain what you sell them

• Re-format training (virtual training, eLearning, etc.) to make re-
training easy to do, so new hires can operate the equipment 
optimally



What can Vocational Instructors do to 
Minimize Tech Shortage

• Ensure your curriculum is current to the latest vehicles and latest 
body shop tooling & admin process

• Ask your board to secure equipment and props to ensure hands-on 
experience

• Have a proof of aptitude by comparing repair times to book times, if 
not to OE standard or within time limit, grade accordingly…

• Recruit candidates in high schools and other venues…
• Brand the 7 videos on the www.CCIF.com

• Sell on the benefits:
• Constantly changing vehicles, modern equipment, clean environment, solid health 

care, team environment, flat rate / profit sharing, limited stress… 



What can OE Suppliers do to Minimize Tech 
Shortage

• Make OE Training and Equipment Requirements Realistic, by 
Considering Other Similar Manufacturers Equipment, and Where 
Possible, Allow Exceptions

• Make OE vehicle specific training available virtually, via eLearning 
or other mobile options, to minimize down time and travel costs

• Make OE procedures easy to access on an phone or tablet.

• Make available via Mitchell, Audatex, or management systems 
interfaces to integrate information



What can Insurers do to Minimize Tech 
Shortage

• Reward repairers who invest in tooling and equipment to meet OE 
approvals (labor rate,  – rewards technician for investing time in 
training & reviewing documentations

• Try to utilize OE procedures as the rule book of proper repairs

• Encourage pre-scanning of vehicles to verify vehicle systems are 
performing as designed, and a post-scan when needed to verify.

• Try to be fair in negotiating p-page items and judgement time so as 
to not discourage technicians



Checkpoint #3 – Verify Profitability 
at time of Pre-closing



Optimizing Labor Gross Profit
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• Labor GP Analysis – See per category GP and then research the area you are weak in

12

Gross Profit Improvement Using Mgmt System – Labor 



Body Labor Gross Profit – Ways to Improve

• Having a well-designed pay plan that has been tested for best-
case and worst-case scenarios 

• Using a management system or an Excel spreadsheet to calculate 
payroll

• Limiting overtime for ALL staff members (OT on flat rate) 

• Not paying flat rate and commission technicians for 
supplemental items for which the repair center is 
not paid or a DRP or fleet discount is agreed to (proportionately)

• Being sure frame and mechanical flat rates are paid at 
the standard body rate (Significant investment in tooling & 
training)
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Gross Profit Improvement for Body and Paint Labor



Segmentation Commission (OR) Flat Rate Amount Paid

60% Prep / Staging 36% $18 $10.80
Com: 60% * ($50 * 36%) 

FR:  60% * $18 

40% Painter 40% $20 $8
Com: 40% * ($50 * 40%)

FR: 40% * $20

100% $18.80 / $50 = 37.6% or 
100% - 37.6% = 62.4% GP

*This assumes a paint labor reimbursement rate of $50

14

Value of Tiered Flat Rate Based on Skills



Segmentation Commission (OR) Flat Rate Amount Paid

60% Prep / Staging 36% $18 $10.80
Com: 60% * ($50 * 36%) 

FR:  60% * $18 

40% Painter 40% $20 $8
Com: 40% * ($50 * 40%)

FR: 40% * $20

100% $18.80 / $50 = 37.6% or 
100% - 37.6% = 62.4% GP

No Segmentation Commission (OR) Flat Rate Amount Paid

100% 40% 1 hour * $20 $20
Com: $50 * 40%
FR: 100% * $20

$20 / $50 = 40% or 
100% = 40% = 60% GP

*This assumes a paint labor reimbursement rate of $50
14

Value of Tiered Flat Rate Based on Skills



Assumes the Detailer is Hourly with Commission on Detail Labor Sold

• As you confirm appointments ask them to remove personal items & pre-wash vehicle for inspection at 
arrival

• Limit overtime for hourly staff…

• Pre-wash vehicle to minimize shop clean-up, driving wax and grease into paint when sanding 
enlarging the repair area

• Keep windows shut during repair and cover floor with mat and seat with cover.

• Limit or Minimizing Buffing, by not prepping in the booth, bagging outside the booth, using a Festool 
or similar to avoid dust in prep, using an anti-stat gun, painter hygiene, Festool Small Damage tool, 
using 3M 8000 instead of compound, 3” DA buffer etc.  

• Limit number of tasks detailer performs – cleaning up stalls and emptying garbage (which is part of 
flat rate time) and handling personal errands.

• Charge customers for detail packages as a convenience to them…   Get paid for what you often do 
for free..

• Ask them to learn to R & I for a Bumper Express Jobs, which then earns the shop GP $, no addl cost

Ways to Reduce Detail Costs



Optimizing Labor Gross Profit
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Parts Analysis – See per category GP and then research the area you are weak in

12

Gross Profit Improvement Using Mgmt System – Parts



• Always order parts electronically, “paper precedes process”…  Based on inspection or 
images up front (Paint complex assemblies & transfer)

• When adding parts lines to an estimate, always use the current list price from OE 
suppliers (Expect same day reply via email, text or phone with updates).  No PPI suppl

• Never accept price matching, always require “Cost Matching”

• NEVER accept parts which are not discounted per dealer parts discount / service 
agreement (air bags, electrical, some suspension, etc.)

• When ordering aftermarket or salvage parts, 
mark up appropriately to earn the agreed-to profit

• When ordering OE parts, be sure all add-on parts, 
are included as a line item in the estimating system – clips, liners…

• 720 degree mirror match and return immediately 

• Use Uber or Lyft to pick up and drop off critical parts & returns

• Follow up on credits with resolve, like its AR
22

Gross Profit Improvement for Parts



Optimizing P & M / Sublet Gross 
Profit

January 31, 2020

Make More Money:



Parts Analysis – See per category GP and then research the area you are weak in

• Adjust the “assumed P & M gross profit” to reflect average historical P & M gross profit so 
your management system GP gets closer to actual financial GP

12

Note: In your management system, periodically update your 
assumed GP % or Cost % to reflect current company average

Gross Profit Improvement – P & M 



Paint and Materials Gross Profit

• Factors that influence P&M GP:

– Paint labor sales 

– Paint and materials reimbursement rate

– Accurate posting of paint and materials 
cost data

• P&M sales mix = 10% or higher 

• P&M gross profit margin = 40% 

20

Gross Profit Improvement for P&M and Parts



Paint and Materials Gross Profit

• To maximize P&M gross profit: 

– Data must be recorded accurately
or “purified”

• Invoices are coded to the appropriate 
general ledger category

• Inventory fluctuations are considered when 
calculating paint and materials profitability

• Discounts are applied accurately and 
consistently

20

Gross Profit Improvement for P&M and Parts



Paint and Materials Costs – Other Ways to Improve GP

• Reducing over mixing = 70% of excess cost, painter 
comparison (Gold, Silver or Bronze)

• Mix paint by paint hours, not standard amounts
• Improving the use of color tools to minimize rework

• Reducing the need for rework and buffing = APL – Approved 
Product List for primer, sealer, base and clear.  

• Always Follow TDS, no “I like to reduce it xx% to 1”
• Ensuring proper application techniques are used 

• Properly setting up, maintaining and using equipment = 2 lbs
less air pressure = 12% less product consumed

• Reducing allied product waste, 3M PAT tool can help.

• Working with your representative and jobber to find ways to 
reduce paint and materials costs via painter roundtables  

21

Gross Profit Improvement for P&M and Parts



• First set up CCCOne Secure Share to populate to the ColorNet then set mix defaults to 2oz per PLH Base and Clear.
• if it exceeds amounts It sends an email (See screen shots)  But you must first setup CCC secure share 

• Open System utilities then select Cost Management 
• Select email tab and email setup & templates tab setup save and close then check the appropriate boxes and 

set thresholds for when an email is sent
• Gold, Silver or Platinum level

P & M Gross Profit – Connect Scale to Management System



Optimizing P & M / Sublet Gross 
Profit
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Department Sales Mix % Gross Profit % Weighted GP %

Body, Frame, Mech 
Labor

24% (Replace) * 57% (Limited 
apprentices)

13.68 vs. 17.38%
3.7% worse

Paint & Detail Labor 15% (Missed paint 
time)

* 55% (Limited 
apprentices, buffing, 

detail)

8.25 vs 11.088%
2.83% worse

Parts 46% (Replace) * 28% (Price matching) 12.66% vs.12.53%
..09% better

P & M 9% (Tied to Paint) * 25% (Too much base 
& clear, waste)

2.25% vs 4.12%
1.87% worse

Sublet 5% (Not getting paid for 
OE research or scans)

* 15% (Pay for scan 
and OE data)

.75% vs 1.22%
.47% worse

Total 100% 37.59% vs. 46.33%
8.74% worse

If your RO’s Gross Profits are Below 43% Gross Profit, the Estimator or CSR must add a RO file note to justify.

Drive for 45% Gross Profit = Typical Weighted Gross Profit %



Gross Profit Analysis per RO

• Sales mix broken out

• Gross profit per category

• Able to see the hours sold and hours flagged

• Able to see detailed invoices to assure proper profit 
margins are achieved

• Able to review notes to understand why certain 
decisions were made

12

Gross Profit Improvement



How long before delivery should the pre-closing 
process occur? 

• Are you using any type of pre-closing checklist? 

• No less than 4 hours prior to delivery

• Why is it important to allow at least that much time 
between pre-closing and delivery? 

– To obtain insurer or fleet agreement before 
delivering the vehicle 

– To ensure customer is in agreement regarding the 
balance due before arriving to pick up their vehicle

- Track down documentation to justify your charges

25

The Pre-closing Process and its Effect on Gross Profit



You can customize this checklist to 

accommodate your management 

system and process flow

26

Pre-closing Checklist



Write it the way the insurer requires it, but…

• Be sure to record the invoice to the same department

• For example: Moldings, labor credit sharing 30% for P & M sales to make up 
for P & M costs,

• If the invoice is posted to a different account at pre-closing re-distribute or re-
allocate the sales to the matching department 

12

Driver Part Price Credit 
Salvage Parts Sales $260

Move to:
LKQ / Salvage Parts $200
Body Labor $45
Paint & Material Sales     $15 (20-30% for materials)

Write it Right…  OR be sure to Re-distribute or Re-allocate



To positively impact overall gross profit:

– De-flagging where appropriate (Emblem, pre-post scanning, 
stripes, etc.) 

– Ensuring all the hours on the RO are allocated to a 
technician & flagged

– Ensuring all parts are recorded at the correct price 

– Looking for parts with zero gross profit; if found, investigate

– Verifying that credit has been received for all returned parts 

– Looking for parts with below standard gross profit; if found, 
investigate

– Ensuring all stock items are marked up properly  

– Ensuring the repair center is paid for all work completed

– Looking for supplemental labor or other items that have not 
been submitted for approval 25

The Pre-closing Process and its Effect on Gross Profit



Checkpoint #4 – Ensure each month’s 
sales and costs are reflective of what 

was completed



Institute a hard cut off for month end:

• All jobs must be delivered to the customer by 6:00 PM on the last day of the 

month and closed by 9:00 AM the 1st day of the month (should be pre-closed by 

12 day before)

• All parts must be received and sublet completed, the associated invoices must be 

posted by 6:00 PM on the last day of the month

• A partial weeks payroll must be run (not paid) to get accurate labor WIP for month

• P & M inventory report run as of the last day of the month

This ensures all sales and costs are matched for each accounting period

Month End WIP & Inventory Adjustment



Once you Optimize GP – Drive More 
Work Out the Door to 

Make More Money!



Production Plan
Production Plan

Days 

Schedule 

Load Lot Load Scan / Wash Repair Plan

Pending 

Parts Body A Body B Paint A Paint B Reassemby Detail Delivery

Total WIP vs 

Optimal

75 of 100 = 

75% 120 of 100 = 120%

50 of 100 = 

50%

105 of 100 = 

105%

400 of 300 = 

133%

75 of 100 = 

75%

76 of 100 = 

75%

75 of 100 = 

75%

76 of 100 = 

75%

110 of 100 = 

110%

76 of 100 = 

75%

76 of 100 = 

75%

1100 of 1000 or 

110%

WIP Hr 50 v 100 = 50% 30 v 50 =60% 31 v 50 =60% 32 v 50 =60% 33 v 50 =60% 34 v 50 =60% 36 v 50 =60% 37 v 50 =60% 38 v 50 =60% 39 v 50 =60% 40 v 50 =60%

WIP Veh 3 v 3 =100% 2 v 2  = 100% 2 v 2  = 100% 10 v 8  = 100% 5 v 2  = 250% 2 v 2  = 100% 4 v 4  = 100% 4 v 4   = 100% 4 v 4  = 100% 2 v 3  = 100% 2 v 2  = 100% 40 v 36 = 111%

Scheduled  Pending Lot In Shop or Lot Delivery Lot

Scheduled In 

- Past Towed In Arrived Scan / Wash Repair Plan

Pending 

Parts Body A Body B

Pending 

Paint Paint A Paint B Reassemby Scan /Detail Call for PU Total Loss

Body T1 Body T5 Plan Plan BT 1 DT1

BT 2

Body T2 Body T6 Prep Prep BT 3

Scheduled in 

- Today BT 4

Pending 

Pick-up

Body T3 Body T7 Loose Parts Stage Stage BT 5 DT2

BT 6

Towed In

Fast Track -

Body

FT Direct to 

Paint

Pending 

Repair Plan

Pending 

Mech

Fully Kitted 

Body Ready

Body T4 Body T8 Paint Paint BT 7

BT 8

Pending Insurance 

Approval PDR Hold Pending Parts Frame Pending Ressembly of Buffing Glass In / Out Off Site Mechanical

Tray of Unassigned RO's (Unscheduled or Scheduled in the Future)



During this presentation, we explored the following topics:

• An Overview of the Income Statement

• Weighted Gross Profit

• Sales Mix

– Repairing Plastics

– Repair vs. Replace 

– Estimate Scrubber

• Gross Profit Improvement

• Compensation Plans & Benefits

• The Pre-closing Process an its Effect on Gross Profit per RO

• Driving More Volume at a Higher Sustained Gross Margin
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Summary


